J.D. students may take a total of six credits, in no more than two classes, on a pass/fail basis in their second and
the third years, if such an option is offered by the professor in a particular class. Classes taken to satisfy the upper
level writing requirement and the professional responsibility requirement cannot be taken on a pass/fail
basis.

Students who wish to exercise the pass/fail option must obtain the appropriate form from Academic Services.
Deadlines for returning the form are announced each semester. All choices for pass/fail are final and cannot be
changed once the deadline has passed.

LL.M students may take up to three credits, in no more than one class, on a pass/fail basis during the LL.M year.
The United States Legal System, and Law Practice I and Law Practice II may not be taken on a pass/fail basis.

FALL 2018
9th Circuit Appellate Project (Hong)
Advanced Legal Research (Pal)
Advanced Legal Research (Chen)
Advanced Legal Writing (MacLeod)
American Legal History (Bilder)
American Legal Theory (Wells)
Anglo-American Legal Heritage (Coquillette)
Business Law Research for Trans. Pract. (Bruce)
Children's Law & Public Policy (Sherman)
Civil Litigation Clinic (Minuskin & Rivera)
Constitutional Law: Rights & Equality (Williams)
Constitutional Democracy Under Siege (Cordy)
Copyright Law (Liu)
Corporate Law (FitzGibbon)
Copyright Law (Jones)
Cross Border Insolvency (Keach)
Cyber Law (Lyons)
Election Law (Brown)
Energy Law (Duffy & Moskal)
Environmental Law (Wirth)
Environmental Legal Research (Shear)
Estate and Gift Tax (Madoff)
EU Law (Perju)
Family Law (Barrozo)
Immigration Law (Hong)
Immigration Law (Kastan)
Immigration Law Research (Breda)
International Business Transactions (Garcia)
International Environmental Law (Wirth)
International Tax (Ring)
International Trade & Investment Law (Garcia)
JRAP (Sherman)
JRAP II (Sherman)
Jurisprudence (FitzGibbon)
Law & Economics (Oei)
Law of Philanthropy (Bagley)
Mediation (Gray)
Patent Law (Olson)
Philosophy of Law: Children and Families (Barrozo)
Real Estate Transactions, Develp. & Finance (Levine)
Originalism and Its Alternatives (Williams)
Tax I (Repetti)
Tax II (Oei)
Tax Law Research (Neary)
Trial Practice (Chernoff)
Trump and the Law of the Presidency (Brown)

SPRING 2019
9th Circuit Appellate Project (Hong)
Administrative Law (Lyons)
Advanced Legal Research (Pal)
Advanced Legal Research (Bruce)
Authority and Leadership in Professional Life (Sarda)
Bankruptcy Law Research (Neary)
Business Law and Healthcare Organizations (Hashimoto)
Chapter 11 Restructuring: Lifecycle of a Case (Martin)
Civil Litigation Clinic (Minuskin & Rivera)
Community Enterprise Clinic (Tremblay)
Comparative Constitutional Law (Perju)
Consumer Bankruptcy (Koha)
Corporations (FitzGibbon)
Criminal Procedure (Bloom)
Critical Race Theory (Vats)
Federal Courts (Simard)
Federal Health Reform: Law, Policy & Politics (Chirba)
Insurance Law Research (Breda)
Int’l Legal Research (Chen)
Intersection of Law, Politics & Policy (Malloy)
IP Law Research (Shear)
IP Licensing and Technology Transfer (Boumil)
IP Survey (Olson)
JRAP (Sherman)
JRAP II (Sherman)
Jurisprudence (FitzGibbon)
Law & Economics (Oei)
Law of Philanthropy (Bagley)
Mediation (Gray)
Partnership Tax (Repetti)
Prosecution Externship & Seminar (Sarda)
Research for Crim. Law Practitioners (Davis)
Tax I (Ring)
Tax II (Repetti)
Trademark Law (Liu)
Trial Practice (Chernoff & Ginsburg)
Trial Practice (Locke)